T he main aim of this essay is to compare the Finnish security policy in two moments, namely in 1990 and 2002. This would be based on comparison of eight factors. These factors concern Finland's attitude towards the EU, NATO, peace -keeping operations, the Soviet Union/Russia, the Nordic cooperation on security issues, the Baltic States, neutrality and nonalignment. Changes are not described in details. Historical facts' function is to support arguments concerning change or lack of change, but focus is only on outcomes of the Finnish security policy. I will try to prove that Finland faced more changes within these factors and only some remained unchanged, giving some empirical arguments supporting that.
How is security defined nowadays? There is no doubt that security policy exists within frame of foreign policy. "The most fundamental source of foreign policy objectives is perhaps the universally shared desire to insure the survival and territorial integrity of the community and state. Military security against invasion or bombardment is the minimum objective of every state's foreign policy" 2 . Although the meaning of the term 'security' has become extremely extended, I will base on a narrow definition. I regard national security policy as an official governmental policy, which aim is to protect country from any kind of military danger. Such assumption narrows this subject to analysis of national defensive policies, countries' participation in international governmental organizations or international security system by and large.
Since the oldest times countries have tried to make certain that their territories are safe, free from any kind of danger. This security is priceless; it provides necessary conditions for future development. At the very beginning of the modern states' history they were trying to strengthen their positions and weaken potentials of their neighbors. States were self-interested and self-confident. They fought with one another trying to get as much as possible. When lords of kingdoms realized that 'two' meant more than 'one', they started creating unions. Such unions consisted in most cases of two neighbouring countries, e.g. Polish -Lithuanian union from 1386. That was the first step towards establishing the modern international security system in Europe. Then alliances were being created and hundreds of wars were ruining countries across the whole continent.
The conquests of Napoleon Bonaparte awoke diplomats to search for security in balance of power between European countries. The treaty of Vienna from 1815 established such system, which covered almost all countries. As among individuals one always tries to be stronger than others. The same phenomenon appeared in Europe and balance of power was in danger all the time. The sudden death of that system came with the beginning of the First World War in 1914. As the result, after the end of war, the League of Nations was established. Its main aim was to assure safety among European countries through cooperation and peaceful solution of disputes. Unfortunately, it was still not enough to ensure peace and safety. The Second World War broke out and its effects showed whole deficiency of the existing security system. The 'new era' of international security policy began after the war. The bipolar rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union divided most of countries. Some of them joined the Western bloc controlled by Americans, while others joined the Eastern bloc controlled by Russians. There were also countries, which remained neutral or at least followed the policy of neutrality. Finland was among them. It is another way of providing security. However, the security system develops rather fast and this causes changes in geopolitical environment. Finland faced such a big change in 1990. It could be interesting to analyse how its security policy was adjusted to new conditions, possibilities and requirements. The comparison between the Finnish position in 1990 and the position in 2003 would be useful in such case. It concerns the most important factors such as membership in international organizations, namely NATO and the EU, participation in peacekeeping, attitude towards the Soviet Union / Russia, the Nordic region and the Baltic States. The his-torical background has to be described in order to formulate the position from 1990 and then compare it with the position from 2003.
Historical background of the Finnish security policy and its position in 1990
Finland experienced both Swedish and Russian dominance. From 1809 until 1917 the Finnish territory enjoyed far -reaching autonomy under Russia, but it was still very far from expectations of Finns. The First World War, loses of the Russian army and Russian revolution created ideal conditions for recovery of independence. Finnish independence was established in declaration from 6 December 1917. It was based on cooperation with Germans who were to protect liberated country.
"This policy collapsed with the capitulation of Germany in November 1918. By that time Finland had become compromised in Western eyes, and a complete about -turn in Finnish policy was necessary. The German King -elect abdicated in December 1918 before setting foot on Finnish soil. The pro -German political leaders stood aside" 3 . In 1919 Finland was recognized by the Allies, namely the United States, the United Kingdom and France. The Tartu Treaty, in which the Russian government recognized independent Finland, was signed in 1920. In 1921 the League of Nations gave Aland Islands to Finland. It prevented both Finland and Sweden from possible war. The islands were demilitarized and neutralized. At that time country was free of foreign political commitments.
In the 1930's Finland started searching for guarantees of its security. Germany became powerful. On the other hand, the government intended to maintain the policy of neutrality. The first step was a non -aggression treaty with the Soviet Union in 1932. "Then in December 1935, the Finnish Parliament unanimously approved a Government resolution declaring Finland's adherence to Scandinavian neutrality. The neutrality of Finland, it was stated, could best be preserved in association with the other Scandinavian nations whose loyalty to the concept of neutrality was universally acknowledge" Finns were still in danger of Soviet occupation and therefore their government sought support in Germany. As the result, they agreed on a transit of German troops through Finland to Norway. When Hitler invaded the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941, Finns tried to maintain neutrality, but it was not possible any longer. Three days later Soviet aircraft bombed military objects in Finland and the Finnish government declared war on the Soviet Union. They did not intend to become allies with Germany, but they were seen as such in the West. Great Britain declared war on Finland in December 1941. After Germany's defeat in the battle of Stalingrad, Finns began looking for support from the West. They were interested in Swedish mediation in the conflict with the Soviet Union. But no agreement was signed and Soviet divisions attacked Finland in June 1944. It has to be emphasized that Finns managed to stop them once again. Most of Soviet troops were required for the race to Berlin and this fact created good conditions for signing a peace treaty. Finland broke off relations with Germany. On 19 September 1944 the Armistice Agreement was signed. Soon after that Finns fought with Germans in the north and forced them into Norway.
Finland was not conquered and managed to maintain continuation of her political institutions. On the basis of the Treaty of Paris from 1947 "all German assets in Finland were transferred to the Soviet Union. No compensation was provided for Finnish assets in Germany or for the destruction wrought by the Germans in Finland during the Finnish -German war. Also Finland assumed responsibility for the surrender of or compensation for property belonging to nationals of the United Nations" 5 .
In February 1948 the Soviet Union tried to sign a defense treaty with Finland. Stalin tried to press the Finnish government for cooperation. President Juho Kusti Paasikivi had a very difficult task. On the one hand, he had to show that Finland followed democratic procedures, e.g. consultation with the members of the Parliament who were generally against. On the other hand, he did not want to strain relations with the Soviet Union. Therefore Finns extended negotiations in order to get a satisfactory outcome. The Treaty of Friendship and Mutual Cooperation was signed finally on 6 April 1948. It obliged Finland to defend its territory with all available forces in case of aggression. That was to protect Leningrad from possible attack from the west. The Treaty was signed for ten years. In 1955 Paasakivi received an exchange offer from Moscow. The Soviets offered Finland the navy base on the Porkkala peninsula back if Finland extended that treaty for another twenty years. As a matter of fact, it was a great opportunity for Finns and they took advantage of it. "The elimination of the Soviet base not only reflected a fundamental improvement in SovietFinnish relations but also transformed Finland's international position. There was an obvious parallel between Soviet actions on Austria and Finland in 1955. In the case of Finland the Soviet withdrawal from Porkkala opened the way to international recognition of Finnish neutrality. So long as the Finnish government could not claim full control over its territory it could not reasonably ask others to respect its neutrality in the event of war" 6 . Finns did not regard NATO as a threat, although it was not seen as a friendly alliance. Every tension between the United States and the Soviet Union could end up with a military conflict. In that case Finland would have to follow the Soviet policy. Finland was not obliged to support the Soviet army, but Soviets had right to enter the Finnish territory in case of any military danger. There is no doubt that NATO would have attacked Finland, more precisely Soviet troops located there, in such circumstances. NATO considered Finland as a neutral state, however, western strategists recognized it as a part of the Soviet zone if any tension occurred.
Any membership of Finland in the EEC was not possible due to its neutrality. Finland concluded, "albeit after an arduous domestic debate, an agreement on free trade with the EEC eleven years later. Full membership of the European Community was not seriously proposed by anybody as it was considered to be concomitant with the end of Finnish neutrality. Until the 1990's European integration was perceived only from this perspective, namely by binding its meaning to the bipolar system of power in Europe and to Finnish neutrality as a part of it" 7 . However, one has to remember that before the European Union was established security issues had not been included within agenda of European integration. The coordination of security policies took place in a separate organization -the Western European Union.
Finland was a part of the so-called 'Nordic Balance'. This term was informal, given by scholars describing security environment in Scandinavia. The Nordic Balance consisted of Norway as a member state of NATO, Sweden as a neutral country and Finland as a state dependent on the Soviet Union. Any kind of cooperation between these three countries was seriously limited. The Nordic Council was established in 1953. "The Soviet Union was overtly suspicious of this new Nordic arrangement, which it considered might become another anti -Russian bloc. To avoid provoking further Soviet reactions, and as a Nordic compromise, the subjects of foreign and security policy were informally banned from the Council's work. In the more auspicious international atmosphere of 1956, Finland finally joined the Nordic Council, but the ban on debating foreign and security policy continued until 1990" 
After the Cold War -The Finnish security policy between 1990 and 2002
The outcome of parliamentary elections in Poland and the first noncommunist government meant the beginning of big geopolitical changes in Europe. The Eastern bloc had been collapsing until the Soviet Union was finally terminated in 1991. Also the Warsaw Pact disappeared and Finland had a freer hand in international relations. However, those changes meant also a necessity of changes within the Finnish security policy. "In terms of agenda setting, the end of the Cold War provided a paradigmatic policy window that suddenly removed the threat of large scale war in Europe. This opened up for major transformations of security policy.
Governments and security advisors went looking for new problems to put on their suddenly empty threat agendas. This opened the window for ideas already floating around in the policy community, such as 'widened security', 'common security', 'security community' and 'cooperative security '" 10 . First of all, Finland had to regulate its bilateral relations with the Soviet Union (then Russia) and set new rules. Both sides began working on a new treaty which was to displace the old FCMA Treaty. Negotiations were tough and based on unilateral movements of Finland. The unsure political situation in Russia made it easier for the Finnish government. The new treaty was signed in Helsinki on 20 January 1992 and "generally conforms to bilateral agreements made between EC countries and the Soviet Union or Russia during the last few years. It is based on recognition of the UN Charter and CSCE principles. There are no clauses on military co-operation. Mutual security guarantees are given in Article 4: the parties to the treaty will not use and shall not allow the use of their territories for a military attack against the other party. According to Article 5, should a threat to international peace and security of either party arise, Finland and Russia will, if needed, consult each other about the use of means offered by the United Nations or the CSCE to solve the conflict"
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. The Finnish security policy based on non -alignment and self -dependent strong defense.
However, the biggest changes within the Finnish security policy were still to come. The idea of joining the EC (then the EU) brought them in agenda of the Finnish politics. In March 1992 Finland sent its application form concerning future membership in the European Community. The background of this movement can be seen both as an attempt to take part in economic benefits and a step towards creating so called Northern Dimension in EC policy. Negotiations began in 1993. Issues related with the security policy played important role. Finland did not intend to end up with its neutrality and was not interested in deepening of political cooperation concerning security within the EC. On the other hand, maintaining of neutrality became rather hard task. Once Finland joined the EC, it was 146 strongly connected with other member countries and their external problems became also Finnish problems.
The first influence on the Finnish security policy after joining the EUin 1995 Finland joined the European Union as a neutral country, but it was certain that its security policy had to be modified. One could imagine that if any other member state of the EU was attacked, Finland would support it also in military way. Such event could endanger Finnish security and have strong influence on its stability and economy. Although Finland is not obliged to offer any kind of military assistance to attacked member state, it would probably defend its interests in this way. The issue had not existed within the Finnish security policy before Finland joined the EU.
The second influence -EU membership enabled Finland to reduce bilateral military relations with Russia as much as possible. Nowadays the Finnish policy towards the eastern neighbour is based on EU -Russia relationship and synchronized with it. Finns have got strong support from other countries and it strengthens their position. If there was any problem between Finland and Russia on security issues, Moscow would have to deal with the European Union as a whole, not only with the Finnish government.
The third influence -within the EU "Finland, together with Sweden, sponsored expanding the scope of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) as provided in the Amsterdam Treaty by adding crisis management, humanitarian and rescue tasks, and peacekeeping measures, the so-called Petersberg Tasks, to the EU's competence" 12 . Finland takes active part in works of the Political and Security Committee which addresses the Union's common foreign and security policy. General Gustav Hägglund, representing Finland in the Military Committee, became its first chairman.
The fourth influence -cooperation in military crisis management plays very important role. "Finland is taking active part in the creation of the EU's military crisis management capability. Finland's own national readiness has taken account of the EU's aim of achieving military capability by the year 2003, which was decided by the Helsinki European Council in 1999. [...] In establishing its crisis management capability, the EU aims to rely on the support of NATO. The aim is to agree with NATO that the EU may, if necessary, have access to NATO's command and control systems and other military resources for the purposes of EU -led crisis operations. Finland intends to participate in work carried out by NATO" 13 . Although Finland is not a member of NATO, it cooperates with this organization through the Partnership for Peace program. PfP was set up in 1994. "It allows the Alliance's Cooperation Partners to take part in security cooperation programs with NATO, including military exercises and civilemergency operations"
14 . So-called the third phase of the Planning and Review (2000-2006) assumes the deepening of cooperation concerning crisis management. As mentioned above, Finnish soldiers took active part in NATO -led operations in Bosnia and Kosovo.
Besides membership in PfP, Finland takes part in Euro -Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC). It is a framework of expanded political dimension and for closer military cooperation created by NATO Foreign Ministers in 1997. It replaced the North Atlantic Cooperation Council -NACC. EAPC tasks are connected with consultations on specific security matters, e.g. crisis management, arms -control, defense policy planning and nuclear safety. Moreover, it brings 19 members of NATO and other 28 European countries, Finland among them, in closer relations on security issues.
The Finnish membership in NATO is an open issue, but public opinion is against it. Moreover, cooperation instead of membership seems to serve Finns best. "Close and constructive cooperation with the Alliance is high on the Finnish agenda. While such cooperation promotes European crisis management capabilities, it also enhances Finland's military interoperability and thus indirectly improves the country's security" 15 . Finland had taken part in peace -keeping operations before 1990. However, Finns became more interested in this issue in the 90's. It forms a part of national security policy which assumes that every conflict in Europe could influence the situation of Finland. Finnish peacekeepers were nated by the Soviet Union. In case of war NATO could become an enemy and even attack targets on the Finnish territory. Nowadays Finland cooperates with the Atlantic Alliance on crisis management and peace -keeping issues. Moreover, Finland is a member of the Partnership for Peace program and Euro -Atlantic Partnership Council (EAPC). It has not become a member of NATO yet and does not even apply for such membership. Nevertheless, Finland supports other countries in the Baltic Sea region, namely the three Baltic States, in their attempts to become NATO's allies. Some scholars predict that Finland will join NATO in the nearest future, although there is no clear evidence bearing such claims. Anyway, the change appeared within the Finnish policy towards NATO.
The fifth change -the Nordic cooperation on security issues. It was impossible before 1990 due to so called 'the Nordic balance of power. At the moment Finland takes part in activity of the Nordic Council, the Nordic Council of Ministers and the Nordic Coordinated Arrangement for Military Peace Support (NORDCAPS).
The sixth change has occurred in attitude towards security of the Baltic States. Before 1990 these countries constituted parts of the Soviet Union. After becoming independent they began seeking the support of any bigger west -orientated country. Both Sweden and Finland help Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, but the Finnish activity seems to be more convincing. Finland has encouraged NATO to adopt their applications for membership. This change means also that Finland has become the leader in this part of the Baltic Sea. Its security policy is more externally orientated and does not concern only the Finnish territory anymore.
To sum up, the Finnish security has faced a great change since 1990. One can observe significant changes within six of the eight chosen factors. They prove western orientation and a freer hand in activity. 
